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Be strong and
courageous. Do not fear or
be in dread of them, for it
is the Lord your God who
goes with you. He will not
leave you or forsake you
Deuteronomy 31:6
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dealing with a new illness in
OUR COMMUNITY
A prayer from the Moderator amid the coronavirus outbreak
Published on 13 March, 2020
RIGHT REVEREND Colin Sinclair offers us this prayer as we deal with a new
illness in our communities.
IVING GOD - In our hour of need we turn again to you, for we have nowhere else
to turn.
We put our faith in you, because you have proved your faithfulness time and again.
We reaffirm our love for you because you have never let us go.
We thank you that you are not distant from us.
but have drawn near, in your Son, our Saviour, Jesus Christ.
He has shared our life, tasted our death and defeated it;
He understands our worries and our fears.
Help us to respond as your children now.
We pray for this pandemic spreading across our world,
remembering all who have lost loved ones.
and praying for those seriously ill at this time.
We uphold the National Health Service.
as it responds to this added pressure on its already overstretched services.
We pray for doctors and nurses and all in the caring professions,
who work to help and support people as best they can.
We remember those working behind the scenes.
testing samples, confirming results, giving information to patients.
We uphold others trying to understand this virus better.
working to create an effective remedy.
We pray for our Governments in Westminster and Holyrood,
as they work with the best medical advice.
to guide us on how we should
respond.
and what action we should take.
We pray that these guidelines might
be taken seriously.
and that all would put them into
action.
May this crisis bring out the best in
us, not the worst.
Help us to live by faith and not by
fear;
to build bridges not barriers,
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and to resist all who would speak ill of any other group.
May we not forget our responsibility to one another,
not least to the vulnerable and voiceless in our communities.
Help us to find ways of keeping in touch and offering reassurance
to those with underlying health issues;
for any who feel particularly vulnerable.
or in danger at present.
As the virus spreads
we pray for the disruption it causes to normal life,
bringing new fears and anxieties:
We pray for those who have been laid off as their work disappears;
for financial hardship for individuals and businesses;
for the impact on the economy and pensions, when austerity has already left its
mark.
We pray for those whose trips, both for business and pleasure, have been cancelled;
and others where events, long anticipated and planned for, have been postponed;
for those making contingency planning for home based work or child care or exams.
May our inconvenience not blind us to others’ loss.
We remember those
who cannot visit loved ones in locked-down care homes;
for the elderly whose social contacts have been severely curtailed;
help us to find creative ways of keeping in touch,
of assuring them they are not forgotten or ignored.
May congregations find new ways of living though this time.
May we not forget our faith, but draw strength from it.
So may our worship be heartfelt,
our fellowship deepen
and our service increase.
God of grace and God of mercy,
hear our prayers at this time.
Strengthen us, by your Spirit, so that:
we may carry on our lives as best as we are able,
looking out for others,
showing love in action,
being faithful in prayer,
and bringing encouragement, hope
and peace;
always trusting in you
our Rock and our Redeemer.
These prayers we bring to you.
in Jesus’ name.
Amen.
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galston parish church
REGISTER
BAPTISMS:
Allow little children to come to me
25.12.19 - GRACE LILY MAY
PATERSON, daughter of Jim and
Jillian, Castleview, Symington.
16.02.20 - ALASDAIR JAMES
STRAWHORN, son of Alison and
John, 38 Duke Street, Galston.
16.02.20 - AOIFE IONA
McFARLANE, daughter of Rhona
and Blair, 5 Hendrie Court,
Galston.

FUNERALS:
I am the Resurrection and the Life
17.12.19 - EVELYN DOROTHY
CRAWFORD, 3 Huggincraig Road,
Newmilns.
08.01.20 - ALEX GRAHAM,
65 Belvedere View, Galston.
10.01.20 - ELSIE GILMOUR
16 Paterson Terrace, Darvel.
03.02.20 - JOHN DYKES,
14 Maxwood Road, Galston.
06.02.20 - MARY BRACHER,
Springhill Care Home.
07.02.20 - PHYLLIS DEAR,
13 Loudoun Avenue, Galston.
18.02.20 - JEAN TAYLOR,
Thorntoun Estate Bursing Home.
21.02.20 - GEORGE SMITH,
14 Leveret Lea, Crookedholm.
25.02.20 - SAM LAWSON,
24 Andrew Lundie Place, Galston.
12.03.20 - ALEX LEITCH,
7 Glenbrig, Darvel.
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caught on camera at the
FASHION SHOW

HE Women's Group
Fashion Show in the
LWM Bowling Club proved
a great success with a fab
turn out to see what clothes
The Dressing Room,
Saltcoats had to offer. £650
was raised and will be split
between Guild and local
charities. Thanks also to
Catriona from Darvel with
Partylite Candles and to
Sara from Galston with
home baking. Lucky draw
winners were Jackie
Marshall. Fiona Nimbley
and Jennifer Henry.
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celebrating burns in
AHRENSFELDE
IX PEOPLE from our congregation attended the 2020 Burns Supper in
Ahrensfelde, the home of our Partner Church. They were Jackie and Jim
Marshall, Rosemary and Iain Menzies and Liz and Jim Purdie.
So, armed with 'instructions' (actually requests) ranging from, "Can you do
a short Burns poem?" to "Are you wearing the kilt?" from the organiser on the
German side, Jörg-Arno, and with suitcases packed with clothes and enough
small gifts for the approximate number of 120 guests who would be there, we
set off. Early, it may be said, 4.30am taxi and flight at 7.30am. No problems
getting through Customs, so the badges, small carrier bags, scarves etc.,
were safely on the aircraft. At least one of the six slept for most of the 2hr flight,
(mentioning no names Liz).
The obligatory photograph on arrival was taken by one of several nice, kind
young women, who took extra care of one of the group, making sure he could
get on the airport transport, making sure that he had a seat etc, etc whilst the
others had to stand for the short drive to Arrivals.
Everything was running like clockwork. No holdups getting through
passport control with luggage and 'duty free'. Waiting outside was Claudia
and her husband Karl complete with the church's leased minibus which
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whisked us to the home of Elke and Peter for lunch of a homemade goulash
style soup (yummy) and a large dessert.
Then it was off to the host families. Rosemary and Iain being the luckiest,
could just flop down on the bed at Elke's home and have a rest whilst the rest
of us had a bit of a drive. Once unpacked and rested for a short time it was off
to Claudia and Karl's home for coffee and cake, and some other liquid
refreshments. It was only supposed to last for 1hr, but that stretched to 5 hrs
as the conversation kept going and going.
Even by this time you will see these visits entail a lot of good food. The
Marshalls had the benefit of staying with Claudia and Karl and the Menzies'
were only a short walk away from there, but it was once more into motorised
transport for the Purdies to reach the home of Petra, Folke and their teenage
son Jannes. (Oh, for an early night). Supper was mentioned!!!! Folke had
been busy earlier preparing the meal. Thankfully, only small homemade
burgers and other goodies, washed down with some local 'BREW' before bed.
Slept like a log as it appeared so did everyone else but had to be fed and
watered to be at Ahrensfelde train station for 9.30am. Trip organised by
Cornelia and Gabby. Travelled to Potsdamer Platz where we visited the
Kollhoff tower and at 338 feet is the highest building at Potsdamer Platz. The
fastest elevator in Europe takes you up to the skyscraper's viewing platform
on the 24th floor in a mere twenty seconds. The view was restricted due to the
heavy mist which had followed us from Scotland. On the plus side there is a
café (more food and non-alcoholic refreshments) before the drop to the
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ground floor.
Awaiting us were some Rickshaws. Some lucky people got one which was
totally enclosed, and Berlin was seen from a different perspective. The tour
ended close to the St Nicholas Church and from there it was only a short walk
to the restaurant for lunch. (I did say there was a lot of good food.) By midafternoon it was back on a train and home to Ahrensfelde to rest before the
Burns Supper.
Suitably dressed for the occasion and armed with poems etc we arrived at
the Burns Supper and met the other 120 guests. New friends were made, and
old acquaintances reaffirmed before the official part of the trip began. As the
only Kilt wearer of the men from Scotland attending, I was officiating at the
piping in of the Haggis. Jörg-Arno informed me they had a problem and so
after being escorted to the kitchen I viewed the disaster.
The Haggis had exploded! I jokingly told Jörg-Arno to claim it had been
summarily dealt with as it had tried to escape. Remedial work was carried out
using some clingfilm and much of the Haggis innards as could be scooped up.
The piping ceremony was able to take place with the Haggis being piped in
by a Piper from Berlin; carried by Wolfgang and escorted by Jörg-Arno and
myself and the Address to the Haggis ably delivered by Jörg-Arno and the
slimmed down Haggis pierced by Wolfgang. It was commented by one of our
group that he did think it was a sorry state of a Haggis before I explained about
the catastrophe. Exploding Haggis aside, the meal provided was excellent.
Mr Marshall ably assisted by his interpreter Claudia delivered a version of
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an "Address to the Toothache" complete with scarves tied around their heads.
Later, together with my interpreter Jörg-Arno I attempted to deliver a lesser
known poem 'As I Walk'd by Mysel'. It only has two verses. However, my
interpreter, who had been given the poem the day before to study I hasten to
add, forgot it and I had to say it twice. Ah well. All that over, the night got down
to the serious business of singing and dancing and of course the odd glass of
whisky.
Another great night's sleep and fed and watered to be in the Church by
9.30am. Rosemary did the reading from 1st Samuel. We were also treated to
beautiful organ music by W.A Mozart played by Andres Wenke. I delivered
greetings from Galston during the service. After the service we went for tea,
coffee and cake in the Church house, a bit like our Hogg Hall, where we met
more people from the congregation.
Once fed and watered it was off to Altlandsberg, the site of the restoration
of a castle and its grounds. After a short tour of the restoration it was into the
restaurant for lunch. We do not do roast beef in this country which is about 4
inches in diameter and about 2 inches thick, slow cooked in Black Beer with
Rosti potatoes and green beans, and as someone found out to her cost, a
small, light beer was still close to a pint in our Imperial measure. (Liz again).
Then it was back to Ahrensfelde for a quick scrub-up before about 30 people
met up in an Indian restaurant for dinner. This was a chance to say our
farewells to those having to return to work on Monday morning, or to friends
whom we would not see before we left for return home.
Monday was no later a rise from bed and the Marshalls, the Menzies and
the Purdies met at the Church house for our minibus trip back to the airport.
Wait!! We did not need to be back at the airport until 2.30 pm. Just time
enough to go into Berlin and see the Pergamon Museum Panorama.
Pergamon is an ancient City in northern Turkey. The central piece of this
display is a large 360-degree canvas of 3.100sq metre in size onto which is
projected images by Yadegar Asis depicting a full 24hrs at the Altar and lower
Roman city of Pergamon complete with sounds and best viewed from the
central tower which has three levels of viewing platforms. Of course, how
could we not end our trip to Ahrensfelde without going for lunch. Then it was
back into the minibus and the last of the journey to the airport and the flight
home.
N A MORE serious note, it was also a time for discussion with members
of the Ahrensfelde Kirche, and discover they too are in a time of
transition.
Like us they have few trained Ministers for the number of Congregations,
and must, it seems, accept the inevitability that other congregations will join
them. Like us, this is not an easy change to accept although the inescapable
truth is that it will happen in some form or another. Like the Church of Scotland
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there are far too many Presbyteries and they are also in the process of
reducing that number. The Congregation in Ahrensfelde is now having to
conform to Data Protection rules, and we on this visit had to sign a disclaimer
allowing our photographs to be taken and used, as will be the case when they
come to visit our Church in October.
The use of Church buildings was talked about and Paul Plume, one of the
older members of Ahrensfelde Kirche said that they now use their building for
music recitals, including a Scottish style Ceilidh band. He is also the historian
of the Church. He told me that to improve the status of the church within the
greater community, and to promote its Christian teachings, he like many
others in Germany are using Facebook and Twitter and many other media
devices to try and "get the message out". He sees it as the 'Mission' of the
church to be the central hub from where the message emanates. He agreed
that there are barriers and problems to overcome and that for the Church to
exist it must be prepared to take on board that we are in a modern era and it
requires to evolve.
Finally, as always, we bring the greetings and messages of fellowship from
the Pastor and Congregation of Ahrensfelde Kirche to the Congregation of
Galston. Our thanks also go out to Jorge-Arno who put together a splendid
night of entertainment at the Burns Supper, and for his invitation for us to
attend that weekend. We have personally expressed our thanks to our hosts
in Ahrensfelde, but mere words cannot accurately express the feelings of
friendship that they display. Come October it will be our time to host 35 plus
visitors from Ahrensfelde Kirche sealing a friendship which has lasted many
years. As one young lady said to me. "I have known you 15 years. That is
more than half my age."
Jim Purdie
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railway company’s
LODGING HOUSE

LD MANSE CLOSE will be remembered by Galstonians over a certain
age. It was demolished in the late 50s and early 60s to make way for a
group of flats which in turn were demolished to make way for Loudon Blair
Court and the car park that is there today in 2020. Its original name was an
indication that this was the site of the first Manse for the Parish Church. It was
right at the back on the right of the picture behind the gable wall we see in the
foreground. The housing round about it had been built not only to house
miners but also the navvies who came in the 1850s to build the Glasgow and
South Western Railway from Kilmarnock to Strathaven. Most of these men
were Irish, single and hard working, hard playing folks. The Railway Company
built a "Model Lodging House" for them next to the Old Manse and before long
it was given the nickname of Paddy's Castle. Part of the building can be seen,
right at the back in a darker colour. On the left, in one of the small white
cottages, lived a lady who was the guardian of a spare key for the Kirk. I think
she was a Mrs Paterson, but I may be wrong in that memory. If necessary one
collected the spare key from her, crossed over, walked up the steps and
entered by the back door. I also believe she cleaned the church and thus
required the key but woe betide anyone who borrowed it and failed to return
it!!
Irene Hopkins
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what is the presbytery’s
MOBILE LIBRARY?
N JUNE last year a Mobile Theological Library (MTL) was proposed and
authorised at Presbytery. 74 titles were subsequently purchased, accessed
and housed in three archive boxes, and a pilot Mobile Library launched at last
October's Presbytery meeting. At the beginning of the year there are 11
members signed up and using the Library, though all were from the part of
Presbytery north-west of Kilmarnock! The take-up of books has been almost
20% of the total library (that is one in five books taken out). Users have
included Elders, Sunday School Teachers, a Reader, and a Worship Leader
(the clientele expected), plus one Minister. One nonagenarian has also
enrolled! Rather surprisingly membership includes four members already
engaged in doing theological courses from established institutions, who visit
the library for help in tackling essay assignments!
One feature of the library that is proving productive is the Recommendation
Slip enclosed in each book. This has produced some very encouraging minireviews of some of the titles which can be quoted for promotion purposes! At
the very least, they are evidence of how much the Library is already being
appreciated by some! I have even had interest shown by a former session
clerk from Islay who thinks they could do with such a library on her island!
By the autumn launch the Library had 74 books. Since then another dozen
or so titles have been added to fill gaps in various sections, notably those
dealing with contemporary issues such as Gender Ideology, Euthanasia, and
Faith-and-Contemporary-Culture. In addition archive storage cartons have
been purchased to house the books, along with a small parcels-trolley to
convey the three cartons, and a light fold-up table upon which to display the
library in their cartons. (Churches don't always have suitable tables free for
display, as was evidenced when the Library was launched at Presbytery!)
So far the 'mobility' aspect of this library has been largely evidenced in the
members who use it by coming to my front door. Other members are from our
own Caldwell congregation. Hopefully, when interest has been roused in
further parts of the Presbytery, the library will begin to get truly mobile as it is
taken round to other churches.
I am available to bring the library to your church hall after Sunday service
or at some other mutually convenient time. I just need to know if any interest
is being shown and will arrange to bring the trolley load of books for
inspection! Thereafter, periodic library visits will be available by mutual
arrangement.
Paul Burgess, MLT Co-ordinator
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What is Irvine and Kilmarnock Presbytery’s
Mobile Theological Library all about?
This Library makes available to congregations Christian Books
that are stimulating (never dry), accessible (not academic) and
mainstream (neither avant garde nor denominational).
Readers are invited to take a walk through the world of theology;
alternatively, those looking for specific topics can explore reliable
and accessible books introducing those subjects.
It aims to:
 BE RELEVANT for today’s Church in the contemporary
world (11% Titles by Scots or writers based in Scotland)
 MAKE CHRISTIAN TEACHING on faith and behaviour
more accessible (mainly introductory level, with a few
more advanced providing fuller treatment)
 ENCOURAGE DEEPER UNDERSTANDING of what
Christian discipleship involves
It provides a wide-ranging coverage of subjects relating to:
 Christian Faith today (Bible, Doctrine, Apologetics)
 Christian practice (Contemporary issues, Preaching and
Mission, History of Christian Faith and Endeavour,
Discipleship, Christian Ethics and Education, Pastoral
Issues, Public Worship and Leadership)
. . . . with emphasis on:
 MINISTRY (General - for example, The Effective Pastor:
Peter White)
 DOCTRINE (for example, A Faith to Live By: Donald
MacCleod)
14

 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES (for example, Gender
Ideology: Sharon James)
 PASTORAL CONCERNS (for example, Why?: Sharon
Dirckz)
 SPIRITUAL GROWTH (for example, Habits of Grace:
David Mathis).
 WITNESS (for example, Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus;
Nabeel Qirashi
 WORSHIP (for example, Encounter with God: Duncan
Forester)
 YOUTH WORK (for example, Postmodern Children’s
Ministry: Ivy Beckwith)
It makes available high quality Christian books to:
 All readers within the boundaries of Irvine and
Kilmarnock Presbytery upon request to the Library Coordinator, Rev. Paul Burgess . . . . for a nominal charge
of £1 per member’s card (three maximum permitted).
NOTE: Books may be borrowed for up to three months in
exchange for one card per book. A list of all 87 titles can be
obtained from the Co-ordinator at paulandcathie@gmail.com
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down memory lane with
THE GUILD
Aroon the end o' August, the Committee
members meet,
The reason fur the meeting, to mak oor
Guild a treat.
Sadie Murray's President, Annie
Samson's Vice,
May McHoull can write a letter, but fur
banking money Margaret's better.
The syllabus is shin made up, we fill up
every date,
An wid ye aw believe it, we're telt when to
bake a cake.
The Dedication Service is a reverent
affair,
We sing hymns, tak in a sermon and bow
oor heids in prayer.
The first night is aye a concert
We mak it a spree, and at 50p a ticket,
you get a cup o' tea.
The next nicht it is Halloween, the
members aw dress up,
A judge appears, we aw walk roon. She
picks the best yin in the room.
Then Meg and Jenny tak the flair, they are
a very funny pair,
Their acts are really always crackin' and
shin oor hawns are aw aclappin'.
We dook fur apples, we play games, eat
toffee till we're seek,
And then the members tell us they'll eat
nithing fur a week.
A few mair Guild nichts passes, then
Sadie says, "come oan noo lasses,
Whit aboot a sale o' work, there's money
needed fur the kirk".
Jean Bell taks o'er the tea room, the rest

tak o'er the hall,
The members bring their bits and pieces
fur ti fill the stalls.
Some hae baked and some hae knitted
and some y'd think had even flitted.
It's no lang afore it's seven o'clock and aw
the folk begin tae floak.
The folk aw buy, the cash comes in, but
oh oor heids are in a spin.
We call for John, our Treasurer honey,
whose hobby it is coontin' money.
And when his face breaks in a grin, we
ken that that's a hunner in!
The next nicht's rather special, it is the
Candle Tea.
The hall it is aw decorated wi' tinsel and
wi' tree.
We sing Carols old and new with feeling
and with mirth,
The reason for this being - to celebrate
our Saviour's birth.
We all think of this tiny babe born in a
humble stall,
Of how he lived, of how he died, but of
how he loves us all.
The New Year swiftly passes and again
Sadie calls her lasses,
The opening nicht is Mr. and Mrs. but
it seldom ends in kisses.
The couple come, they argue the toss
aboot whit yin really is the boss.
Aboot their lives, their hame and habit,
whit yins nice and whit yins crabbit.
Towards the end o' January, it's the
birthday o' oor bard,

And Jean Bell's aye requested tae
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tae get this nicht aff the cards.
She arranges fur a speaker who comes
to tell the tale
Aboot Burns love o' nature and o' his
love o' lasses
An afore we ken it, anither gran' nicht
passes.

and read oot their reports
We pairt wi' oor money, except just for a
float.
Mr. Blair, he gets up and gees us aw his
praise,
But whit he's really thankful fur is aw the
cash we raise.

Then we invite Billy Stewart tae bring his
Accordian Band,
An' there's nae disputin' it's the best wan
in the land.
Linton McMillan whiles comes tae sing,
and the nicht gangs w' a swing.
We invite the aul' men frae the Cabin,
we've aye been hopin' fur a waddin'.
But up tae noo we've had nae luck, oor
lady members have nae pluck.
Then comes along the AGM, the annual
general meeting
Twa Elders arrive wi' Mr. Blair who
willingly taks o'er the Chair.
The committee members, they staun up

Then comes the closing service, it's nice
but rather sad
But we must thank our Lord above for
the good times we have had.
There'll come another Session when
we'll all meet again,
The Committee and the members, our
true and faithful friends.
Composed by Marie Fisher, circa 1984,
for the Guild’s Daffodil Tea. An excellent
piece, a bit nostalgic, with names of
those who are sadly no longer with us
but remind us how much they did to
keep things going.

Above, Ayrshire Ukes entertained at the Guild’s Daffodil Tea, top table below.
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mill’s wares used in battle
OF WATERLOO
HE SCWS WOOLLEN MILL. . . otherwise and most often known as The
Blanket Factory. However the one in the picture below is actually the third,
or perhaps even fourth mill, that could have been given this name.
A flax mill using water power was built on ground next to the Burnawn
sometime in the late 1700s. The bridge connecting Barr Street and the School
Brae became known as The Splashmill Brig (right on page 17) and the name
stuck for many generations. The mill was a woollen mill, making mainly
bonnets and stockings and it is known that some of these goods were used
by the army in 1815 at the Battle of Waterloo.
The mill came into the hands of Robert Richmond, a woollen worker, by
1826. Born in Kilmarnock he was living in Barr Street by that time, brought up
his family there and died there. It remained within the Richmond family and
continued to use steam until 1913 when electricity was led in.
But times move on, the Richmond Family retired from the scene, The
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SCWS bought the factory, and a new one was built at the top of Garden
Street, just across the road and near the railway line. This was in the late 30s
before WW2. It was a much larger factory with all the drying facilities it
required as well as the production floor.
There was a bridge over the Burnawn linking the mill to a drying green area
and steam was also a factor in the heating and manufacturing. The buildings
at the back were the boiler rooms and storage facilities.
But in time this went as well as the market for Ayrshire Blankets diminished,
due to the rise of lighter cellular blankets and even later duvets. Eventually the
factory was closed and was then demolished. Housing was built on the site
and the name Richmond was preserved in the name Richmond Place, chosen
for the address.
Irene Hopkins

Officers and Boys of East
Ayrshire Battalion of the
Boys’ Brigade attended
church on Sunday 15 March
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christian aid week
GUIDANCE
EAR SUPPORTERS - As all of
our thoughts are on the Covid-19
situation, we wanted to share an
update on Christian Aid’s response.
We value our volunteers enormously
and want to ensure you all keep safe
when fundraising for Christian Aid
Week. The health and safety of our
community, including loyal supporters
like you, is of the utmost importance to
us, and we are monitoring the
situation on a daily basis.
Many of you will have been
planning house-to-house collections and events. Under the current circumstances,
sadly, house-to-house collections should not go ahead. In particular, along with many
churches, events such as Big Brekkies or Lent lunches, where food is shared, cannot
go ahead. We are looking at alternative ways to virtually meet, share and pray with
supporters over the coming months in the likely absence of physical church services.
We are working on alternative plans that will allow people to take part in Christian
Aid Week in different, creative ways – by post, by text and online that strengthen our
communities during this challenging time. Christian Aid Week is our single-most
important fundraiser, so we would welcome your ideas on how we can creatively show
love for our neighbours at home and abroad, as a community.
Christian Aid and our partners already have experience of limiting the spread of
infection during the Ebola crisis, and we will build on this experience to continue to
stand together with communities living in poverty during this period. If infection rates
start to develop as they are in Europe, then people in poorer countries will be hit even
harder. Many are already living with reduced health resilience because of extreme
poverty, or in overcrowded humanitarian camps and in countries which do not have the
healthcare infrastructures needed to combat widespread disease. We will be working
on the ground to help prepare communities to limit the impact of Covid-19. Please pray
for us in this vital work, and support us where you can by making an online donation.
We are praying for all those affected by this new virus, both in Britain and overseas,
for all those working on the frontline and for wisdom for our leaders. We will continue
to monitor the situation as it evolves. During this challenging time, we all need to take
seriously the science and advice being offered, remaining calm but vigilant. If you have
any specific concerns or questions please email us at info@christian-aid.org or call our
helpline on 020 7620 4444.
I am keeping you all in my prayers.,
Amanda Khozi Mukwashi
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boys’ brigade help for
MALAWI
ELLO, DAVID RICHMOND, - I am Charles Chilambula, Laboratory
Manager at St Peter's Hospital in Likoma. I am the one who receives
funds you send to assist the hospital through Diana Stewart.
In January I received around £1400 and I was told part of it came from the
Boys’ Brigade. We used the money to buy a distiller, ten laboratory coats and
15 digital timers.
The hospital had no distiller and there was none on the island. We had to
buy distilled water from Mzuzu which was expensive and at times we had to
go without distilled water which disrupted services. Most equipment we use
requires distilled water. In addition, preparation of all re-agents for various
tests require distilled water. The distiller is now at the hospital and has been
installed. Soon we will start using it.
The timers were also a great challenge. Most tests, especially rapid
diagnostic tests for malaria, HIV, TB among others, require observation of
incubation time in order to have quality results. This will improve quality and
efficiency of our services offered at our hospital.
For the past ten years the hospital was not able to buy laboratory coats due
to financial difficulties. Being able to purchase those is a motivation to staff as
it improves their safety.
I have just received another £60. This will be used to buy some re-agents
for urinalysis and hemoglobin check.
I have attached are some photos of the distiller,
lab coats and timers.
Regards,
Charles.
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church of scotland
UPDATES
Published by Church of Scotland on17 March, 2020
HE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT now advises that people should minimise social
contact by avoiding crowded areas and large gatherings, including religious
congregations, and smaller gatherings.
The Church of Scotland now asks, in the strongest terms, that all gatherings for
worship should cease until further notice, with effect from Tuesday 17 March 2020.
Other Scottish Churches are taking similar actions. This obviously includes Easter
services. Some Presbyteries have already instructed this action. This will include, but
not be restricted to: house groups, meetings for youth work, and church cafes. It will
still be possible for an individual to offer a livestream of a sermon and prayers. Further
information on live streaming, including information on copyright, can be found in this
circular on the Law Department's web pages here. Sunday broadcasts of a weekly
service take place on Radio 4, and also on Radio Scotland; other radio stations are
available. Several churches currently offer live streams or recorded services; a list can
be found on our website.
Church buildings can be kept open as a place for people to come and pray. Notices
should be clearly displayed asking that visitors observe robust hand hygiene.
Prayer
The Moderator, the Right Reverend Colin Sinclair, along with the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Justin Welby, and other church leaders, has issued a call for a National
Day of Prayer; more details can be found in the news section of our website.
Offerings
The Church is aware that closing down worship services will impact on
congregational income, and we want to encourage people to continue contributing
financially as far as possible, and to encourage the increased use of standing orders
as an expression of ongoing stewardship.
Funerals
The key phrase here is to minimise social contact. Sensitive conversations will need
to take place with families and mourners ahead of funeral ceremonies, and to consider
the size of groups gathering for funerals. It may be necessary in the future to consider
whether funerals should be restricted exclusively to minister, immediate family, and
funeral directors. In addition, local guidance from funeral directors and crematorium
staff will be critical here. It should be noted that many crematoria have the facility to
live stream services and to host a recording of services for a period of time after the
cremation service.
Weddings
Certain venues will be restricting attendance, and it may be that couples have to
work through what changes have to made, including, in some cases, rearranging.
Restrictions on travel into the UK will also have an effect on guests at weddings. Again,
sensitive conversations will be the order of the day.
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Pastoral Care Networks
Please see our guidance note from the Church's Safeguarding Department with
some useful guidance about setting up small pastoral care networks with a practical
outcome. This guidance note contains a postcard which may be useful. There are
some good ideas here about small groups; such groups can mitigate social isolation,
and help people to continue to feel that they are part of the wider community of faith.
Previous advice about using tools such as Skype, email, letters, greetings cards,
Facetime, and Whatsapp groups are all useful approaches and some of these are
particularly helpful where people don't use technology.
General Assembly
The decision has been taken in the light of Scottish Government advice to cancel
the General Assembly of May 2020. The Office of the General Assembly will be in
touch with commissioners separately.
Hygiene recommendations
Best hygiene practice should continue to be observed in all pastoral contacts.
Updated advice is available from NHS Scotland.
Public Health Scotland and the UK Government recommend that you should take
usual infection prevention precautions including:
Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds
Use an alcohol-based hand sanitiser that contains at least 60% alcohol if soap and
water are not available
Churches can underline the importance of hand washing by ensuring that hand
sanitisers are not available in toilets where soap and water can be used
It is particularly important after taking public transport to use sanitiser on your
hands
Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands
Carry tissues to catch coughs and sneezes and bin the tissue
If you feel unwell, stay at home, do not attend work or school
Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects and surfaces in church buildings
NHS Scotland have prepared a poster which could be displayed at your building
entrance to give advice to visitors. The purpose of this poster is to protect the visitor
and those within the building.
Travel advice
Advice has also been issued to travellers, advising against all non-essential travel
worldwide. This advice was revised on 17 March.
Online worship
Several churches live stream or post their services online. You can find a list of
these on the Kirk services online page.
We have a helpful guidance document for any churches considering live streaming
or publishing audio recordings of service.

https://www.churchofscotland.org.uk/news-and-events/news/2020/cancellationof-church-services-and-other-updates
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Please use these if you are able to offer help to others.
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Be strong and courageous. Do not fear or be in
dread of them, for it is the Lord your God who goes
with you. He will not leave you or forsake you.
Deuteronomy 31:6

an honour and a
PRIVILEGE
T HAS BEEN an honour and a privilege to serve the congregation of Galston Parish
Church as Session Clerk. I well remember agreeing to take up the post in 1980, albeit
under sad circumstances after the sudden death of my predecessor, Archie McNeill.
I have enjoyed lots of support over the years from many people, some of them no
longer with us. That support has been invaluable and very much appreciated.
Changing times lie ahead for the church here in Galston and the Irvine Valley. I had
thought pressing on with the Unitary Constitution, the Presbytery Plan and Pioneering
Ministries would be high on the agenda and keep everyone busy but, of course, we
now have Coronavirus and all the concerns and changes that is bringing to us.
I wish my successor, Vanda McTaggart, all the best as she takes on the role
responsibilities of Session Clerk with a fresh (and younger) pair of eyes. If I have one
piece of advice to give her it is to remember that when someone is happy about things
they tell the Minister but when they are not so happy they tell the Session Clerk!
Finally, my thanks to Jessie for her love, patience and wise words - and for always
being there through the happy - and sad - times as Mrs Session Clerk.
Robert Murray
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pastor kristina has the
LAST WORD
EAR MEMBERS AND FRIENDS, - By now you all
know that because of the COVID-19/Corona Virus
outbreak, public worship has been suspended at
Galston Parish Church for the foreseeable future. In
compliance with the Church of Scotland, the UK
Government and the NHS, the decision was made on
17 March, 2020 to minimise social contact by avoiding
crowded areas and large gatherings, including
religious congregations, and smaller gatherings,
including, but not be restricted to, housegroups, meetings
for youth work, and church cafes, etc.
This is a heart-breaking decision for us all because we know the church is
a lifeline for so many both spiritually and socially. But we find ourselves in an
unprecedented situation. What makes it even more difficult is knowing that our
traditional Easter Service will not be going ahead, that our ability to have visits
made by our Pastoral Care team is curbed and any visits to Care Homes must
cease, and the visit from our sister congregation in Ahrensfelde, Germany is
now cancelled. But there may be a ray of hope and we are looking at what
ways we might be creative so that we may continue to support you and your
faith life albeit it may be coming through your letterbox for the foreseeable
future.
We appreciate your patience as well as we look for ways to continue to
support the people in the Parish. Please check our website: galstonkirk.com
or our Facebook page: @galstonpc if you have the ability to. There will be
regular updates on the website and Facebook page if there are any changes
to government and church regulations which could be happening daily. And
please, do not hesitate to contact us if you need support. We will do our best
to connect people to services needed or even just a phone call check in.
There are many unknowns here. There is unprecedented territory ahead,
and nobody can say how long it might last. Here are some things to
remember, and some ways to keep "being the Church," even when you can't
be in the church building.
(1) Support your Ministers and Elders, and Trustees and Board memberseveryone that has to make the really hard decisions about whether and how
to gather during this crisis. There is no road map for this, and there is no one
right answer.
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Trust that the folks who ultimately make the call spent some time in prayer,
discernment, and very difficult conversations. Know that they heavily weighed
consequences, including your disappointment, and ultimately did what they
thought was the best thing for the wellbeing of the community. Thank them for
having your best interests at heart, and then . . .
(2) Check on your neighbours. Your older neighbours, your neighbour on
chemo, your neighbour whose child relies on free school lunch, your
neighbour who still has to go to work and could use help with childcare . . .
Any time you help someone in your proximity, you are living out the values of
your faith community. You are embodying what the whole gospel thing is
about, which takes church out of the building and brings it to life for others.
This is what we go to church to learn how to do - it is 'for such a time as this'
that you have spent all those other Sundays in worship.
(3) Pray for your church family. And send notes. Make phone calls. All the
things that we do for shut-ins, do for each other now that we are all shut-ins,
so to speak. We are one body, even when that body is not together in the
flesh. There are plenty of ways to stay connected in spirit, and care for each
other's spiritual needs.
(4) Practice Sabbath. For some, this shutdown of life as we know it is going
to cause significant economic hardship. In the spirit of #3, care for your
neighbour as best as you can. In the meantime, recognise if your own
discomfort is just inconvenience, and keep that perspective. Recognize that
downtime can be a gift - an imposed Sabbath of time to sit still and be with
your family, without the usual rush of places to be and things to accomplish.
Read together; prepare meals together (can you share with a neighbour? (#3
and repeat); Talk about what you can learn from this season. Talk about your
blessings. Play a game. Make something. Listen to music. It really doesn't
matter. Any of these things can be worshipful in their own way, if by 'worship'
we mean rest and renewal by way of connecting with God and others.
(5) Don't be afraid to ask for assistance. If you are the one that is isolated
at home, we will do our best to make sure that someone checks in on you
whether you need someone to run an errand for you or just would like
someone to chat with. Please call and leave your name and phone number on
the answering machine of 01563 257172. Someone will return your call and
get back to you. Please, please remember that we cannot help you if we do
not know that help is needed.
Friends, during this time of uncertainty let us do our best to continue to live
our lives as Jesus did. Spending time in study, prayer, and caring for those
who need caring for. But also not forgetting to be grateful for the glimpses of
good we see in these turbulent times.
Blessings to you all,
Rev. Kristina Hine
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Galston Parish Church
Easter-Themed Stone
Painting Competition
Since our Easter Messy Church has had to be
cancelled, we thought we could engage the children
in an Easter-Themed Stone Painting Competition
which would while away some of their time at home
and have them thinking of all that Easter means to us.
The stones for decorating can be delivered to you
hygienically and safely but if you wish further details
please contact Aileen Black on 07837761361 or
aileenblack532@yahoo.co.uk

For further details check out our
“Messy Church Galston” Facebook Page
and the church website at
“galstonkirk.com”

